DONORS TO THE UNC PRESS AUTHORS FUND

Since its launch in 2013, over 500 authors, heirs, and friends have donated over $175,500 in royalties and separate gifts to the UNC Press Authors Fund, supporting the first books of 114 young scholars. These funds underwrite the production costs of the emerging scholars’ monographs, helping us keep the price affordable. Both the Press and the authors whose books are supported are grateful. Zandria Robinson, author of *This Ain’t Chicago*, speaks for us all in her enthusiastic remark that she “was absolutely elated [to be] one of the inaugural recipients of support from the Authors Fund…Please share my gratitude with the dozens of authors whose generosity has made this fund possible.” The list of donors to the UNC Press Authors Fund to date includes:
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Melinda Adams for  
    Edward C. Adams  
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Julie Cumming for
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Robert Cumming for
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Christopher Daly
Pete Daniel
Thad Davis
Rosalyn De Vorsey for
    Louis De Vorsey
William Merrill Decker
Richard Dellamora
Robert DeMaria, Jr.
Julie Des Jardins
Leslie Desmangles
Steven Diner
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Peter Donaldson
Scott Donaldson
Melvyn Dubofsky
Anne Duggan for
    Kenneth Cmiel
Marjorie Dunaway for
    Wayland F. Dunaway Jr.
Wilma Dunaway
Connie Eble
Elizabeth Eiler for Henry
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Marc Eisner
John Eller
Christopher Endy
Dawn E. Enochs
Laura Enriquez
Lee Epstein
The Family of Beth Ervin for Sam J. Ervin Jr.
Estate of Stephanie Camp
Carol Spector and
    Stephen Estes
DarÃ­o A. Euraque
Eli Evans
Margaret Ezell
Drew Gilpin Faust
Heide Fehrenbach
Karen Ferguson
John M. Ferren
Norman Fiering
Deborah Fink
Jack Fite for
    Gilbert C. Fite
W. Miles Fletcher III
Aaron Forsberg
Stephen Foster
Julia L. Foulkes
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John Franklin for John
    Hope Franklin
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Jan Hoffman French
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John Fussell
Robert Gale
Lauren B. Gates
Mary Gatewood for
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Michele K. Gillespie
Robert Ginger
Patsy Ginn
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Nathan Glazer
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Harvey Goldstein
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Linda Gordon
Robert Gordon
Linda M. Grasso
Louanne Green and
    David Green for
    Archie Green
Tom Green
Roland Greene
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Johanna Grimes
Patricia and Ira Gruber
Peter Guarnaccia
The Family of James
    Guimond
Janet Hale for Thomas
    Tileston Waterman
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Thomas Hallock
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Theresa Hammond
Tom Hanchett
Leslie Hansler for
    Sam J. Ervin, Jr.
Mark Harden for
    John W. Harden
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Jeanne Harper for
    Howard Harper
Neil Harris
The Harris Family for
    William O. Harris
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Scott Hartwig
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Nikki Henningham for
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Bruce Jackson
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Benton Johnson for
    Guy B. Johnson
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David Kettner for
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David Thomas Konig
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Elizabeth Langland
David Large
John Larson
James Laux
Anne Lawver for Frank R.
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James Leloudis
Gretchen Lemke-
    Santangelo
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Robert Levine
Steven Levine
Catherine Levinson and
    Family for Henry S.
    Levinson
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Richard Lingeman
Bill Link for
    Arthur S. Link
Stan Link for
    Arthur S. Link
Peggy Link-Weil for
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Gretchen Long
Clara M. Lovett
Jerome Loving
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    Jackson Turner Main
Nikki Mandell
Bruce Mann
Geoff Mann
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William G. Martin
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Christopher Mason for
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Laura Matthew
Tricia Matthew
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Gordon B. McKinney
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Robert Messer
Marilyn Meyer for
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Caroline Minter for David
    Minter
Michele Mitchell
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Bibby Moore
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Adalaide Morris
Thomas Morris
Lucy Morrison for
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Adrienne Munich
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Louis Nelson
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Thomas Nevin
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    Alan T. Nolan
Robert Teulings
Chris Tilly for
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Bruce Turner for
  Lynn W. Turner
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Bennet Vance for
  Thomas Vance
Hume Vance for
  Thomas Vance
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  and Rupert Vance
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Jon Wakelyn
Sam Walker
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  Cravens for
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Charles K. Wilber
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Ivy Wilson
Ken Winn
Paul Wolman
Magdalena Zaborowska
Terry Zug